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Book Descriptions:

Digitech Gsp 2101 Artist Manual

Care should be taken so that objects do not fall and liquids are not spilled into the enclosure through
openings. POWER SOURCES The appliance should be connected to a power supply only of the type
described in the operating instructions or as marked on the appliance. GROUNDING OR
POLARIZATION Precautions should be taken so that the grounding or polarization means of an
appliance is not defeated. POWER CORD PROTECTION Power supply cords should be routed so that
they are not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon or against them, paying
particular attention to cords at plugs, convenience receptacles, and the point where they exit from
the appliance. SERVICING To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, the user should not attempt to
service the appliance beyond that described in the operating instructions. All other servicing should
be referred to qualified service personnel. FOR UNITS EQUIPPED WITH EXTERNALLY
ACCESSIBLE FUSE RECEPTACLE Replace fuse with same type and rating only. A T T E N T I O N
RISQUE DE CHOC ELECTRIQUE NE PAS OUVRIR W A R N I N G TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE
OR ELECTRICSHOCK DO NOT EXPOSE THIS EQUIPMENT TO RAIN OR MOISTURE The symbols
shown above are internationally accepted symbols that warn of potential hazards with electrical
products. The lightning flash with arrowpoint in an equilateral triangle means that there are
dangerous voltages present within the unit. The exclamation point in an equilateral triangle
indicates that it is necessary for the user to refer to the owners manual. These symbols warn that
there are no user serviceable parts inside the unit. Do not open the unit. Do not attempt to service
the unit yourself. Refer all servicing to qualified personnel. Opening the chassis for any reason will
void the manufacturers warranty. Do not get the unit wet. If liquid is spilled on the unit, shut it off
immediately and take it to a dealer for service. Disconnect the unit during storms to prevent
damage. U.K.http://christianhohmann.com/userfiles/buy-medela-harmony-manual-breast-pump.xml

digitech gsp 2101 artist manual, digitech gsp 2101 artist manual, digitech gsp 2101
artist manual download, digitech gsp 2101 artist manual free, digitech gsp 2101
artist manual instructions, digitech gsp 2101 artist manual online, digitech gsp 2101
artist manual 2017, digitech gsp 2101 artist manual for sale, digitech gsp 2101 artist
manual software, digitech gsp 2101 artist manual review.

MAINS PLUG WARNINGA moulded mains plug that has been cut off from the cord is unsafe. Discard
the mains plug at a suitable disposal facility.Replacement fuse covers can be obtained from your
local retailer. Replacement fuses are 13 amps and MUST be ASTA approved to BS1362.
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITYThis unit conforms to the Product Specifications noted on the
Declaration of Conformity. Operation is subject to the following two conditions this device may not
cause harmful interference, and this device must accept any interference received, including
interference that may cause undesired operation. Operation of this unit within significant
electromagnetic fields should be avoided.This product contains a lithium battery. There is danger of
explosion if battery is incorrectly replaced. Replace only with an Eveready CR 2032 or equivalent.
Make sure the battery is installed with the correct polarity. Discard used batteries according to
manufacturers instructions. ADVARSEL! Lithiumbatteri Eksplosjonsfare. Ved utskifting benyttes kun
batteri som anbefalt av apparatfabrikanten. Brukt batteri returneres apparatleverandren.
ADVARSEL! Lithiumbatteri Eksplosionsfare ved fejlagtig hndtering. Udskiftning m kun ske med
batteri av samme fabrikat og type. Levr det brugte batteri tilbage til leverandren. VAROITUS!
Paristo voi rjht, jos se on virheellisesti asennettu. Vaihda paristo ainoastaan laitevalmistajan
suosittelemaan tyyppin. Hvit kytetty paristo valmistajan ohjeiden mukaisesti. VARNING!
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Explosionsfara vid felaktigt batteribyte. Anvnd samma batterityp eller en ekvivalent typ som
rekommenderas av apparattillverkaren. Kassera anvnt batteri enligt fabrikantens
instruktion.http://dioglasses.com/upload/buy-mbti-manual.xml

As colours of the cores in the mains lead of this appliance may not correspond with the coloured
markings identifying the terminals in your plug, proceed as follows The core which is coloured green
and yellow must be connected to the terminal in the plug marked with the letter E, or with the earth
symbol, or coloured green, or green and yellow. The core which is coloured blue must be connected
to the terminal marked N or coloured black. The core which is coloured brown must be connected to
the terminal marked L or coloured red. This equipment may require the use of a different line cord,
attachment plug, or both, depending on the available power source at installation. If the attachment
plug needs to be changed, refer servicing to qualified service personnel who should refer to the
table below. No sale or delivery to countries within the European Union EU and the European
Economic Area EEA. Digitech GSP 2101 Artist Upgrade Version 3.00.a or 3.00.00.a Chips Including
the 20MHz hardwareupgrade if needed. Also available for all 1EPROM boards!!! Replacement
Battery included. This upgrade works for ANY GSP2101, GSP2101 Artist, GSP2101 Limited Edition,
GSP2101 LE or GSP 2101 Artist PRO. This package also includes the internal battery for the
GSP2101 all Variants which should be replaced every 7 years. With the ZIPfile youll get more then
500 patches for the GSP2101, programmed by the GSP2101 guru. These patches can be transmitted
to your GSP2101 over MIDI. Be careful! Do not buy from sellers which offer the software upgrade
for 2ERPOM board or the 3.00.00 upgrade only!!! They might NOT work for you unit!! Please email
me if you are not sure which hardwareversion youve got. With this package you will get the
3.00.00.a or the 3.00.a upgrade not the 3.00.00 or the 3.00 upgrade only! If you are not sure which
GSP2101 version you have or if you have any other problems just write me.

After your order I will ask you for your current softwareversion and depending to this, I will send
you the right parts you need to perform the upgrade to 3.00.00a or 3.00.a! Note I guarantee 100%
This upgrade works for ANY GSP2101, GSP2101 Artist, GSP2101 Limited Edition, GSP2101 LE or
GSP 2101 Artist PRO. A replacement battery CR2032 The battery is not necessary for the upgrade,
but you should take the opportunity to replace the battery when you have your unit open If you have
any questions to the upgrade just write me a message. You will need a new user manual!!! After you
have upgraded to 3.00.00.a or 3.00.a you will need a new user manual because the operation
functions change with this software. You can download the new Artist user manual for free here!!
Item Condition These upgrade chips, battery and hardware parts are new, tested, in working
condition. If you need more GSP2101 stuff Check out my homepage GSP2101 Site Germany After
the upgrade you will have the following benefits if you now have softwareversion less than 2.00.00
However, individual program dumps are still compatible. I can understand your confusion.There are
some caveats regarding the. We are a help and repair site. We are here to help you repair your
broken items. If you. You only have one amp so you wont be able to take. GSP Expert22Pistol Wrist
watch or the musical. Answer questions, earn points and help others. FOR YOUR PROTECTION,
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING WATER AND MOISTURE Appliance should not be used near water
e.g. near a bathtub, washbowl, kitchen. Valvolare Pulito GSP2101TM Artist DigiTech. 2101
saTuRaTed TuBe. Valvolare Saturo GSP2101 Artist DigiTech.JumBo aCousTIC. Chitarra Acustica tipo
Jumbo.GSP 0 Manuale dUso. MultiEffektProzessor. Bedienungsanleitung. View and Download
DIGITECH GSP2101FC owners manual online. Remote Foot Controller. GSP2101FC Accessories pdf
manual download. No Resetting Please wait.
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Encontre Manual Original Gsp 2101 Artist Digitech Studio Pre Pedais Digitech no Mercado Livre
Brasil. Descubra a melhor forma de comprar online. 6 min Uploaded by LondonGuitarTeacherHow to
program your own algorithms into the Digitech GSP 2101. Find one here GSP2101 Links. This is the
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best effect processor, I know. It provides many good sounding effects, the factory presents arent
badanyway and you can set up your. Control One. Remote Foot Controller. For use with the 2112
SGS, GSP2101, Valve. FX and Legend II. A Harman International Company. Digitech gsp 2101
fc.Digitech vgs 2120 artist edition super sic dual tube pre. Digitech midi pedal pds3500 with box and
manual. A Digitech GSP 2101 Preamp. In all honestly just like. Hey Robb yeah Dude I hear ya.
Pubblica gratis i tuoi annunci per vendere. Il GSP 2101 offre distorsioni tube e solid state. Also
included in this listing is the power cable for the 2101, the midi style cable that goes between foot
controller and the 2101 and the 2101 instruction manual. Both items are. Digitech 2101. Fri, May
13, 2011 154pm. A friend gave me a digitech 2101 to sell for him. Anyone here have any experience
with one of these Looks like a pretty cool unit. Is there somewhere to download patches for these.
digitech gsp 2101 manual its pdf.Attachments. digitech 2101. Installation Manual for 20 MHz
Upgrade. Set Digitech GSP 2101. This document describes how to do the frequency doubling of the
Z 80 processor at the GSP 2101. A Screwdriver Pozidrive 2. A Screwdriver Philips 2. A Screwdriver
Philips 1. A metal bracelet or a wrist. But the rich possibilities of GSP in 2101 is priced this
complexity, however, if we want to create their own algorithms themselves. Otherwise, you can use
existing ones, the proposed range is wide enough for a large number of common situations. The
manual is quite clear, but the machine is quite complex, the effects of. This upgrade works for ANY.
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Digitech 12AX7A tube set for GSP2101, GSP2101 Artist, GSP2101 Limited Edition, GSP2101 LE,
GSP 2101 Artist PRO, SGS 2112 or 2120 VGS guitar effects processor. A Youll get a detailed
installation manual with the tubes in English or German language. Alguem ae sabe o site da
DIGITECH digitech rp10, rom V2.0. Alguem sabe onde encontro. Alguem sabe me explica aqueles
Parametric EQ da digitech rp 10. Manual da Digitech Rp10. Shop with confidence on eBay.
Processore a valvole per chitarra, usato dai professionisti di tutto il mondo in studio, vendo per poco
utilizzo e ricambio parco macchine. Tenuto sempre a casa in maniera maniacale, non ha danni e
funziona perfettamente, a corredo manuale di istruzioni. Spedisco in tutta Italia con SDA. Non
accetto. Does anyone here have one of these. I have the Studio Tube version with the Control One
pedal board. I bought this thing like 10 years ago, and lost the book. I always just used the presets,
but now I am wanting to start writing some effects of my own. Can anyone here help me. I
downloaded the manual. Digitech GSP 2101 Artist Preamp and Multieffects Unit. DigiTechs
exclusive modulation delays. Manual takes a few reads to get the hang of what they are talking
about. May need some previous experience. Digitech GSP2101 Limited Edition BEST multiFX ever.
Sign in to disable this ad. Just thought someone in. However, my criticism falls under the manual
with particular attention to the section about creatingyourown programs and how to link it up to the
mixers. I just wish they explained the mixer section. Is it toast I hate to invest a lot of dough into it, I
got it on the cheap, and use it occasionally, but still its kinda cool to have. Can anyone shed some
light on. Digitech GSP 2101 Studio Tube Made in USA 1994. Good cosmetic condition. Full working.
Firmware 2.00.00. Comes with power cable. Manual available on the DigiTech site cost is due to the
quality of the packaging very safe and sending by EMS fast delivery.

https://www.meslekpatent.com/images/Dewalt-10-Radial-Arm-Saw-Manual.pdf

PDF maybe check this, the German manual featured such a setup if. Plus the midi stuff;. I undusted
my old GSP 2101 one week ago and despite the scratchy level pot, it still works fine. Digitech
PPC210 S Disc Expansion Board A second SDisc processor allows for a few extralarge effects to be
loaded, and. I played the Digitech GSP2101 with Footcontroller since 1995 and had never Problems
with it! It did the. There are many easy things that i miss on Axe.Trouvez digitech en vente parmi
une grande selection de Instruments de musique sur eBay. La livraison est rapide. Digitech
GSP2101FC Manual FR. 3,80 EUR; ou Offre directe; Livraison non.Digitech Output Input
Potentiometre de nombreux appareils gsp2101 2112 2120 Legend gsp21.From the product manual
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Quote IMPORTANT The Control Output is not a MIDI output, and should not be connected to any
thing but the dedicated Foot. MultiEffects Processor. Congratulations, and thank you for your
purchase of the DigiTech GSP2101 Artist. Is that possible to download somewhere a users owner
pdf, html, or whatever for this 2101 GSP model. Tanks a lot. Meanwhile, I have found a manual here
I have one, I changed the pot which is still available from digitech, then it started to crackle.Koop of
Verkoop digitech op Marktplaats.nl. digitech kopen en verkopen tegen een aantrekkelijke prijs.
Saludos y un abrazo a todos. Quiero comprarme un multiefectos y he estado pensado en el viejo
Digitech GSP 2101, me gustaria la opinion de alguien que lo haya tenido o lo haya escuchado, que
tal suena. Digitech GSP2101. Someone just gave me one of these and I have afew s about it. 1. Can I
use this thing in the FX loop of my amp and use it strictly as an FX processor. Encuentra grandes
ofertas de digitech, comprando en eBay. Mejora el tono de la linea de Digitech Gsp 6 HD Pod XT
Vivo Multi Fx al instante. 3,42 EUR; Envio gratis.

Full Download Digitech Gsp 5 Manual view and download digitech gsp 21 owners manual online gsp
21 music pedal pdf manual download view and download digitech artist gsp 2101 owners manual
online studio tube preamp multi. If you understand how to program the 2101s algorithms,.youll have
a truly amazing tone monster on your hands. Im just learning how to get around the 2101, because it
is a hard piece of gear to get around,.LMAO. The best thing I can tell you is to use the manual and
use the sample walk through step by. If you are searched for a book Mercedes benz vito 111 cdi
manual in pdf form, in that case you come on to right site. We furnish the utter release of this book
in doc, PDF, txt, DjVu, ePub forms. You may read. Mercedes benz vito 111 cdi manual online or
downloading. Therewith, on our website you may read. Digitech gsp2101 guitar effects processor
cords not included. Digitech gsp 2101 limited edition purple haze. Digitech 2112 manual espa ol
digitech 2112 manuale italiano. Digitech vocal 300 vocal effects processor user s guide manual.
Digitech gsp 2101 artist upgrade 3.00.00.a gsp2101 new gsp2101 eprom firmware. EUR 3,90;
SofortKaufen; Keine. Digitech Studio Vocalist Manuale Di Istruzioni In Italiano. EUR 26,00;
SofortKaufen; Keine. DigiTech GSP 2101 Studio Tube Preamplifier Effects Processor Rack Mount. In
no event shall DigiTech or its dealers be liable for special or consequential damages or from any
delay in the performance of this warranty due to causes beyond their control. NOTE The information
contained in this manual is subject to change at any time without notification. Some information
contained in this manual. Subscribe to our free newsletter Regarding the manual I havent had the
need to read the manual because, once again, it is really easy to use at least for what I do, which is
take the presets and modify them to my taste. If you really need it, you can download it. SOUND
QUALITY The effects are all right.

Often a bit too exaggerated for my taste, but thats a subjective appreciation, obviously. Besides, Im
not a great electric nor acoustic guitar player. So my review isnt worth that much. No noise, no
whirring. In that sense its impeccable. Very solid housing, but not very portable its heavy and big.
That said, the pedal is intended to be used onstage, which I have never done. OVERALL OPINION
Ive used it for two years, I got a very good deal secondhand, so, to me, its value for money is
excellent, even if not representative. I have tried many other models Would I buy it again. Yes, for
sure. I must add something to my review Im not a true musician who practices intensively. So youd
better take my review with a pinch of salt. Did you find this review helpful yes no. This is based upon
the regular, 1Sdisc,no Artist,no chrome, no nothing GSP 2101. This is an analog preamp wed to a 24
bit digital effects processor, as well as including analog e.q.s,compression, etc. The range of effects
was pretty wide.It is fairly intuitive if you are just looking to adjust factory programs on your own,
but if you are looking to create your own algorithms. then grab some coffee. Arm yourself with
patience, the thick manual and a highlighter pen.The manual is clear.a bit heavy to the Digitech
propaganda side.however it is thick, comprehensive and has a bit to remember. Not for the plug and
play guys. I mean it. SOUND QUALITY Good to great. The phaser is unreal for trippy, ambient Robin
Trower, Pink Floyd stuff.Pick your wave shape. Same goes for the Chorus. Lots of delays available.



very clear. total control over milliseconds you want. no tap tempo. Pitch shifting, extensive reverb
programs with control over early reflections,high, low, mid freq. rolloff. and that is just the
BEGINNING. Tremolo. super. Compression. eh. E.q.s. well. there are a LOT of them. Graphic,
parametric,notch. it has em. Panners, mixers, flangers, etc. 2020khz clarity. Ok. So. The effects are
pretty yummy.

Just have to invest some time to really get to know the unit. The preamps. welllllll. again good to
great. The cleans. amazing. I dialed mine in next to an old Fender Twin. I think I got my rig to sound
sweeter. Mid level gain stuff.I get some great blues, edgy rock sounds. Nice and crunchy. no factory
presets.you have to adjust them to your taste. Heavy distortion. here is where it becomes a matter of
perspective. I would say.do not use this amp with V30s or G1275s.I would say it does best with an
organic set of speakers and a good tube power amp. It seems to become a bit sterilized with modern
Celestion heavy rock type speakers, and benefits greatly from some of the Eminence stuff or
Greenbacks. It does not get a very organic tone for lead.It sortof respects the differences between
these guitars. but really. on the high gain stuff it has its own personality that it globs on to whatever
guitar you play.I kinda hate that. The good news is. you can play a 2k Les Paul.I DID try a lot of
models before this.during that time period. alllll those years ago. You can pick these up for between
300500 bucks.which is still holding a good value.but not a bad deal. I have tried to replace this
many, many times.and the quality and amount of effects keep me coming back. So.yeah.I would
make the same choice. I might get another one just as a backup. Everything is possible. OVERALL
OPINION If you are fond of never ending tweaking, unusual but beautiful sounds, for a low price, go
for that unit you wont regret it I have used it since 2003 but mine is a 1995 version. At the time it
was a very professionnal and expensive device.If you can, take the 2101 with 2 Sdiscs or even better
the 2101 limited edition I love this unit, but i already have my ENGL head for the distorsions and i
only use my digitech as a multifx when i need delays or chorus. I dont really need so much effects
and i never use more than 2 effects at a time, so i will instead get a T.C.

electronics M350, which is way easier to use and sounds better in my opinion Did you find this
review helpful yes no. I Like almost everything about this unit. At first when i got it i didnt like it. I
was about to sell it but gave it another try. Its really an amazinf FX unit. Im using it mainly for
distortions. The other efffects are alos great. But im still amazed at the distortions. Everyone should
have one of these in there rack setup. Nothing! Everything is great. Amazing quality. Already these
modules are about 9 years old. I got one in mint condition, but so far ive had absolutly no problems.
Bottom line, this is an amazing machine, i couldnt live without it. I definitly prefer this over amp
distortion anyday. This review was originally published on Did you find this review helpful yes no.
Ignoring the factory presets you can get a good crunchy tone yet not quite as raunchy as the Mesa
Boogie. It has almost any digital effect you can dream up and if you mess around with it long enough
you can get any sound you want without having to go buy more stuff. You NEED the instruction
manual. Life without it would be a frustrating hell. And it takes a LOT of screwing around with it to
get what you want. It is infinitely adjustable. It all steel and built like a tank. If you stick it in a rack
you have no worries. Ive had mine about six years with no problems. All of the delicate stuff is on the
face so if you dont drop it face first, its good to go. Its a good unit for midi switching between
different sounds and effects. And its reliable and sturdy. The originality of this device comes from
the concept Sdisc, allowing chaining effects internally, the only limits are those of the processor, just
for the standard model, and double for the Artist model.The MIDI implementation is terribly
complete, each parameter can be controlled by CC in real time, up to max 10 CC per preset, which
are preset to 255.

The MIDI mapping is very well thought out, much better than a TC G System that point of view since
the program change can be attributed to any preset. With the exception of a tap tempo, absent on
the GSP, has not done much better since then, and it is still quite rare to find such opportunities on



an even newer machine. UTILIZATION Simple, oh no. The manual is quite clear, but the machine is
quite complex, the effects of internal routing using virtual mixers we have to connect the desired
chaining serial, parallel, etc. And for each of the effects modules. SOUND QUALITY The analog
section is typical 90s, which seems logical, but you can get more vintage sounds quite easily.We can
therefore get many sounds with external pedals, upstream of the preamp and in the effects loop. The
effects are excellent, special mention reverbs gigaverb beautiful! And delays, the latter being more
comprehensive than those offered on the Rocktron Prophesy Yet later, the modulations are also very
successful. The digital section is directly accessible via the effect return inputs, and allows
processing of a source in stereo, making a possible GSP processor studio. Moreover, at the time,
Digitech had released another machine SDisc algorithms based on strictly identical, the TSR 24 for
the studio or on keyboards. The whammy if it works rather well, has the disadvantage of causing a
decrease in volume, and is not placed in the optimal location in the chain of effects, since it is
postpreamp. The same goes for the wahwah, almost unusable as a result, because they are poorly
positioned in the signal routing. However, you can get good autowah sounds and pitch shifter is very
nice, we even get an intelligent harmonizer in Artist Version!. Apart from these minor drawbacks,
the effects are very good, warm, and even much higher than what is found on newer machines.
OVERALL OPINION Findable in the opportunity cost of a single pedal shop, the GSP2101 is a
serious and comprehensive tool.

I have other machines and preamps today, but I come back regularly with much pleasure. If it should
fail, I think I would buy another. 6 of 6 people found this review helpful Did you find this review
helpful yes no. UTILIZATION Configuration unclear despite a manual explaining in French. The
explanations are not always clear. We must master the beast to edit sounds from a to z.Il enough to
spend some time to fully absorb its functions SOUND QUALITY The effects are effective and
beautiful. I remedied the lack of distortion by adding a pedal electro harmonix metal muff. What
makes my GSP perfect for use as I asked. I use it with an Ibanez JEM 7V, and a Mesa amp
Boogie.Tous effects are usable and have a realism certain.J I proceeded to change my GSP 2101 by
changing both corny, and for the model Artist. Easy to make, but watch out for welding, not cutting
tracks during assembly. OVERALL OPINION I use it for about a month. I tried the BOSS GT PRO is
an excellent multieffects, but I prefer the 2101 GSP even if the age. Otherwise, an expandable DSP
by the additional DSP card ppc 210. Connectors 1 x stereo jack to 6.3 for power amp or combo. 1 x
stereo XLR recording console of choice for simultaneous inter HP. 1 stereo return effects loop,
headphones, instrum entrance to front and rear. Rich sound quality, highquality reverb, can be used
as input directly on the table. Presets not evil, then we can easily develop his style. I confirm the
staining instruments unusually low for this type of device. It is well recognized his instrument.
Delays sometimes need a bit of filtering low pass filter to reduce harmonics. The operation of the
compressor could be stronger. Pitch shifters, harmonizer intelligent etc etc. Decidedly one will not
find better prices for secondhand. Having the second processor board is recommended instead for
more flexibility. I have a 2101LE, there was original. UTILIZATION We can not say that the device is
simple.

Those who are afraid to try and spend hours to fully develop their sound, let go and take this
wonderful tool for analog stompboxes. For other a world of possibilities opens. Mine is running XP
SP3 without problems. No idea about the use with Windows 7. Apart from a battery change ts 3
years to properly maintain the RAM for the user effects the device is rather reliable. Over 8 years of
almost weekly trips the only failure was a faulty power connector found at home phew!, I was able to
repair itself. SOUND QUALITY See under characteristics OVERALL OPINION User fierce for 8 years
I particularly regret that Digitech has not continued to play in this range. Thats really what theyve
done the best thing since forever. Even the 1101 has not matched the level of this beast. There are
now Ultra Fractal Audio FX but good god, what price 2100 Euro. For now I prefer my 2101LE
secondhand. However, these devices are beginning to have done their time mine is 15 years old.,



and Im starting to seriously consider his replacement for 2011, the choice will be very hard. There is
an end to everything. I would advise any and everyone who is looking for a camera of professional
quality, reliable and used for a very affordable price. Usable and configurable for all styles of music
including rock, blues, metal, hardcore, punk, country, funk, Balloch finally. But at its price level it is
clear that 15 years is the 2101 champion absolut. 3 of 3 people found this review helpful Did you find
this review helpful yes no. Bcp is more complicated to create and save algorithms. The manual is
clear, it flows from the French versions on the net.

SOUND QUALITY The effects are superb the distos are organic, clean sounds, in which an
integrated circuit may have to light are beautiful the reverbs, phasers, tremolo great WHA is not up
on my version 2,01,01 OVERALL OPINION I use it for a week I love the live sound console with cab
simulation, notament clean sounds with phaser I had a JMP1 with multifx Quadraverb boss and I had
a Pod XT Live, a digitech RP350, a ToneLab, a SansAmp. For now its the best preamp Ive tried, he
played in all registers of my repertoire, it is extremely versatile, respect my guitars, faithfully
transcribe all the subtleties of the game even unintentional a brief good investment 1 of 2 people
found this review helpful Did you find this review helpful yes no. UTILIZATION So is the
hot.OVERALL OPINION I have since 1995, am always satisfied.By using our services, you agree to
our use of cookies. Find out more. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. I think the 2101 deserves a specific place to exchange ideas and exclaim
general appreciation rather than the old late 90s online pages that have long since ceased being
amended. The last couple of evenings I was working with the 2101 GigaVerb and was absolutely
loving it. I hadn’t ever before dove too deep into the GigaVerb. I had also never before used the 2101
as an fx only unit for music production until setting that up last week and found the GigaVerb to be a
nice alternative to some plugins. This past year I have been learning everything I could about the
2101, reading the manual over and over, using it as a midi merge hub, and planning and studying
algorithms. I originally bought my 2101 Studio Tube Single SDisc in 1995 because I was gigging a
lot and wanted my rack pre and fx to be lighter and all in one box.
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